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Abstract 

 
We compare the cost per kWh of oil and gas-based power projects in Pakistan 
commissioned during 2010-14 with coal-based power projects approved under the 
CPEC agreement after updating all costs to June 2019. We show that the average long 
run cost of power generation of oil and gas-based plants is higher than the average 
long run cost of coal-based plants. This result continues to hold when environmental 
costs are taken into account but the cost differential is reduced from Rs3.98 per kWh to 
Rs2.29 per kWh provided all plants operate at 85 percent of their generation capacity. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In 2016, 73% percent of Pakistan’s population had access to electricity grid, but even 
for those with access, power shortages have been endemic for most part of the last 
thirty-five years (IEA 2017). Even in 2017, Pakistan continued to face power shortage 
of up to 6097 MW (NEPRA 2017b). Over the years power shortages have severely 
impacted Pakistan’s annual output, exports and employment. China-Pakistan-
Economic-Corridor (CPEC) which promises projects in energy and infrastructure worth 
$62 billion, with investment in energy projects of $35 billion, is expected to bridge the 
capacity shortfall (Government of Pakistan 2017: 237; Chen et al. 2018).   
 

Energy projects that had been prioritized under CPEC till 2019, consisted of coal, wind, 
solar and hydel based power projects with an installed capacity of 11,108 MW. Of 
these, coal-based power installed capacity is 8220MW (of which the data on 6600MW 
is available at NEPRA) and hydel based capacity is another 1590 MW. Solar and wind 
power capacity is only 12 percent of the total approved capacity (Government of 
Pakistan 2019)  
 
The switch of sources of new power generation from oil/gas to coal, RLNG, and 
renewables, reflects the lessons learnt from the social, economic and political fallout of 
the 2008 oil price shock when international oil prices shot up to over $145 per barrel 
from an average of about $66 in 2006 (EIA 2019).1 To what extent this switch from 
oil/gas to coal would save electricity cost for consumers in Pakistan? We address this 
question by comparing cost of coal-based power generation under CPEC with oil/gas-
based generation that became operational during 2010-2014.2 
 
Our analysis involves comparison of the weighted average tariff of coal-based 
generation under CPEC with the weighted average tariff of oil/gas-based plants that 
became operational during 2010-2014 – with all costs/tariffs indexed and updated to 
the same point in time -June 2019- for a meaningful comparison. 
 
The purpose of omitting other sources of generation under CPEC from the analysis is 
to avoid dealing with more complex issues of comparing base-load power generation 
such as oil/gas that is available all year round with, say, hydel power, which may require 
back-up power generation during winter months when the source of hydel generation 
(water) becomes scarce. Accounting for such back-up power generation complicates 
cost comparison. For similar considerations we have omitted analysis of solar and 
wind-based energy generation.3 
 
While comparing average costs of plants set up under CPEC with those from an earlier 
period, we also report costs of individual power plants, but the cost variation across 
power plants is not the focus of our analysis. To understand these cost differences, a 
more comprehensive cost-benefit assessment is required that would take into account 
these costs and other factors e.g., locational advantages such as availability of skilled 
manpower or government policy to spread employment and economic opportunities 
more evenly across the country, or environmental suitability of particular locations or 
the cost of electricity transmission from power plants to end consumers, or even 
strategic considerations that promote the use of local fuel (lignite coal from Thar in 
Sindh) in power generation over imported fuel such as HSD or LPG.        
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We show that the average long run cost of power generation of IPPs commissioned 
during 2010-2014 is Rs.16.43/kWh (of which the average for natural gas-based 
generation is Rs.9.69/kwh, for RLNG it is Rs.15.40/kwh and that of RFO based 
generation Rs.19.47/kwh) compared with the average long run cost of coal-based 
generation under CPEC of Rs.12.45/kWh (for imported coal plants it is Rs.11.05/kWh 
and plants using local coal have a cost of Rs.14.54/kWh) provided all plants operate at 
85% capacity factor throughout their operational life. 
 
Our cost comparison is based on private cost and not social cost of power generation. 
We do not have appropriate information to impute a figure to the social costs of these 
technologies in Pakistan, but if we use estimates of the median cost of CO2 emissions 
for 34 OECD countries reported in IEA/NEA/OECD (2015), which is USD 30 per 
tonne of CO2 emission, then power generation based on lignite coal, sub-bituminous 
coal4, fuel oil, LPG/RLNG and natural gas would cost an additional Rs.4.31, Rs.3.97, 
Rs.2.85, Rs.2.28 and Rs.1.69 per kWh respectively.5 
 

2. Data and Methodology 
 
Our metric of analysis for comparing generation cost is the levelized cost of electricity 
(LCOE). Levelized cost of energy (usually electricity) is defined as “the total cost of 
installing and operating a project expressed in ([rupees] per kilowatt-hour) of electricity 
generated by the system over its life” (US Deparment of Energy 2018). It is calculated 
by equating the sum of discounted revenues of a power plant with the sum of the 
discounted costs of installing and operating the plant over its operational life and then 
solving for the constant lifetime remuneration (per kWh) received by the supplier of 
electricity (IEA/NEA/OECD 2015: 28).6 It is a frequently used measure for 
comparisons across projects and technologies.  
 
The National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) notifies the tariff schedule 
for each power plant over its life, typically 25-30 years. The tariff schedule includes the 
overall tariff, as well as its break down into cost components for each year of a plant’s 
life. The two broad cost components are the energy purchase price and the capacity 
purchase price. The levelized tariff (LCOE) of a power plant is also calculated. The 
tariff in this schedule is referred to by NEPRA as the reference tariff. If all nominal 
costs (such as fuel cost, exchange rate, interest rate etc.) were to remain constant over 
time, the power plant would receive the tariff that is specified in the reference tariff 
schedule. Since nominal costs are expected to change over time, therefore, when 
determining the reference tariff, NEPRA also specifies how the components of the 
overall reference tariff would be indexed to cost increases. Consequently, various sub-
components of the energy purchase price and the capacity purchase price are revised 
either yearly, quarterly or monthly to arrive at an updated cost of generation.  
 
We make use of these periodic revisions to arrive at an adjusted levelized cost of 
electricity in June 2019 for all power projects commissioned between 2010 and 2014 
(for which comparable data on levelized tariffs are available) and for the coal-based 
power projects approved or commissioned under CPEC. The levelized costs of these 
power plants are compared to determine the extent to which coal-based generation 
under CPEC is cheaper than thermal-based generation commissioned during 2010-
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2014. Before proceeding, we explain briefly the components of energy purchase price 
(EPP) and the capacity purchase price (CPP) of a unit cost of generation.  
 

2.1 Energy Purchase Price and Capacity Purchase Price 
 
Energy Purchase Price (EPP) is a charge for the operating cost of a unit of electrical 
energy (kWh) generated and delivered to the power purchaser. These operating costs 
consist of: (a) fuel cost, and (b) the variable component of operations and maintenance 
cost. For coal-based projects, EPP also includes some additional variable charges such 
as limestone charges, water disposal charges and ash disposal charges. Specifically, for 
local coal-based power projects there is a ‘fixed’ fuel cost component for producers 
who exploit indigenous coal reserves to defray some of the costs of mining and 
developing indigenous coal fields (NEPRA 2014a). We report it in our calculations as 
an additional component for the local coal-based projects. 
 
Capacity Purchase Price (CPP) on the other hand refers to the fixed cost of generation. 
This constitutes fixed operation and maintenance (O&M), return on equity (ROE), 
return on equity during construction (ROEDC), cost of working capital, insurance and 
debt servicing. Typically, the loan needs to be repaid in the first ten years of the project.  
 
For pre-CPEC IPPs, a withholding tax is also one of the components of cost. However, 
we have excluded this component on the grounds that this does not reflect the cost 
efficiency of the power plants and/or technology, and can make CPEC IPPs, with a 
withholding tax rate of 0%, look arbitrarily more cost efficient than pre-CPEC IPPs 
with a withholding tax rate of 7.5%.  
 
For illustration purposes we have provided in Appendix A, Table A-2, the calculations 
of EPP, CPP, their sub-components and LCOE, as provided by NEPRA, for one of the 
power plants in our data at the time of commercial date of operation. 
 

2.2 Revised Costs 
 
The levelized cost is calculated at the time of initial tariff determination and at 
commercial operation date (COD) using constant prices (including fuel cost, exchange 
rate and interest rate) over the life of a power plant. Once these plants become 
operational, various components and subcomponents are revised by NEPRA 
periodically (monthly, quarterly or yearly) to reflect current costs. The tariff received 
by power companies is based on these revised costs. The basis for revision and 
indexation is intimated by NEPRA at the time of initial tariff determination. For all oil 
and gas-based power plants and for four of seven coal plants used in our analysis (for 
which COD tariff is available), we base our cost comparison either on the tariffs 
notified for these plants for June 2019 or some modifications of these notified tariffs. 
(Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.8).  
 
2.2.1 Revising Fuel cost  
 
The fuel cost component is indexed by NEPRA to fuel prices and is revised each month. 
The fuel cost notified by NEPRA for June 2019 for a particular power plant is treated 
as the relevant fuel cost for that power plant.  
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2.2.2 Revising Variable O&M Costs  
 
These costs are both local and foreign. The local O&M cost component is indexed to 
local CPI and the foreign O&M cost component is indexed to the exchange rate and US 
CPI. The O&M cost notified by NEPRA for the April-June 2019 for each power plant 
is treated as the relevant O&M cost.  
 
2.2.3 Revising Fixed O&M Cost 
 
It also has a local and a foreign component and is indexed and updated in the same 
manner as variable O&M costs. We follow NEPRA revised costs for April-June 2019 
for this as well. 
 
2.2.4 Revising Cost of Working Capital 
 
Working capital is required for fuel inventory, receivables and sales tax paid in advance 
on fuel inventory. Working capital cost notified by NEPRA is obtained by multiplying 
the working capital requirement, as assessed by NEPRA, by an interest rate that is 
linked to KIBOR, plus a premium. NEPRA makes quarterly adjustment to the cost of 
working capital. To update this component of electricity tariff we follow NEPRA’s 
revised costs notified for April-June 2019.  
 
2.2.5 Revising Return on Equity and Return on Equity during Construction and 

Insurance 
 
NEPRA revises COD cost of these components by the exchange rate in the quarterly 
revisions. For a new plant to be set up in 2019, the adjustment would be for both 
exchange rate and US CPI. We therefore adjust the NEPRA revised value by US CPI 
as well. 
 
2.2.6 Revising Debt Servicing cost 
 
Debt servicing cost consists of: (1) repayment of loans, and (2) interest on debt. One 
difficulty with comparing generation cost of plants that have been commissioned at 
different points in time, is that, ceteris paribus, older plants tend to be cheaper than 
newer plants because debt servicing is higher in the initial years than later years. As 
loans get repaid, the interest cost on outstanding loan amount tapers off. The other 
reason is that loans are repayable over a shorter time horizon than the life of a plant, 
which makes this a front-loaded cost component. This can be seen from Table A-2 in 
the Appendix which provides levelized cost for one of the power plants. Except for debt 
servicing (loan repayment and interest charges) all other components are taken as 
constant over the life of a plant. In other words, if all prices including exchange rate 
and interest rate were to remain constant, all cost components would remain unchanged 
over time except for debt servicing. To avoid the age of plants from clouding our cost 
comparison, we adjust the debt component of each plant to a common starting point, 
and its debt servicing schedule (loan repayment and interest charges) starting from this 
common point.  
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Our base-case assumption is that all debt is contracted in dollars and is required for 
imports (plant, machinery etc.). Financing the same level of imports requires adjusting 
the initial level of debt (reported in rupees) for: (1) the change in cost of purchasing 
these plants in dollars (change in US- CPI ), and (2) the change in exchange rate to keep 
the dollar value of loan repayments unchanged from those notified in the reference tariff 
schedule. The new loan repayment schedule (in rupees) is thus obtained by multiplying 
the reference repayment schedule by: (1) the ratio of CPI (in USA) in April-June 2019 
to CPI in the base year/month, and (2) the ratio of exchange rate in April-June 2019 to 
the exchange rate in the base year/month.7 
 
The difference between our adjusted loan repayment schedule and NEPRA’s schedule 
at COD is that we assume that the loans are re-contracted in June 2019 so that the 
original loan amount (in rupees) changes by both the change in the US-CPI and the 
change in exchange rate. NEPRA indexation on the other hand allows adjustment only 
for the change in exchange rate on outstanding loan. Our adjustment allows for a larger 
loan amount (in dollar terms) to meet the higher cost of machinery that would be 
required to set up a power plant in June 2019. The NEPRA indexation does not have to 
adjust for the dollar price escalation of machinery because the power plant is already in 
place and functional. It only adjusts for the exchange rate change to allow for loan 
repayments to remain unchanged in dollar terms at the level notified in the tariff 
schedule notified at COD. 
 
Under the terms of the tariff agreement between NEPRA and power producers, interest 
payments on debt are divided into two components. One component is calculated as a 
percentage of outstanding debt, with the percentage indexed to LIBOR (for foreign 
loans) or KIBOR (for local loans). The other component is a premium over and above 
the previous component; it is also a fixed percentage of outstanding debt but the 
percentage is not indexed to LIBOR/KIBOR. 
 
In view of the above, our update of interest cost on debt component of electricity tariff 
consists of two components. The first component is obtained by multiplying the 
outstanding debt (adjusted for the exchange rate and change in CPI) by interest rate 
which is indexed to KIBOR/LIBOR. The second component is obtained by multiplying 
the outstanding debt by the premium allowed in the tariff agreement. The total interest 
payment is the sum of these two components, which is then added to loan repayment 
schedule to arrive at the debt servicing schedule in June 2019. 
 
2.2.7 Revising cost components for coal-based projects 
 
For coal-based projects, NEPRA had announced an upfront tariff regime in July 2014 
for two years under which a number of coal-based projects were approved. Upfront 
tariff is determined autonomously by NEPRA. 8 It is interpreted as a ceiling price from 
which NEPRA is expected to obtain maximum discounts by conducting or overseeing 
competitive bidding processes (Aziz & Ahmed 2015). 
 
Under this upfront tariff regime for Thar coal fields, four projects were approved, 
namely, Engro Powergen Thar, ThalNova Power, Thar Energy Limited, and Thar Coal 
Block—I Power Generation. All other coal-based projects, listed in Table A-1 in 
Appendix A, use imported coal and face a separate upfront tariff. 
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As of June 2019, amongst the list of CPEC coal-based power projects, 4 of 7 coal power 
projects have been commissioned of which only one, Engro Powergen Thar Private 
Limited (EPTL), uses local coal. We update their tariffs to June 2019 in line with similar 
adjustment for oil, natural gas and RLNG based projects. However, for the rest of the 
coal-based projects, which were not commissioned at that point, the latest available 
tariff was the upfront tariff approved by NEPRA in 2014. To update tariffs for these 
power plants to June 2019, we calculate the percentage change in the tariff 
subcomponents between the 2014 upfront tariff and the tariff in June 2019 for EPTL, 
which also uses local coal as its primary fuel. We use the percentage change in the sub 
components of EPTL tariff to update the upfront tariff of other local coal-based projects 
which have not been commissioned yet. 
 
Other factors which require adjustment specifically in the case of local-coal based 
power plants are ash disposal, water charges and limestone. In the Quarterly Revision 
of April-June 2019 for EPTL, NEPRA mentions that these three components of cost 
will be revised at a later date. For the purpose of our analysis we adjust cost of ash 
disposal and limestone in the same ratio as the increase in fuel cost - price of coal. This 
is based on the premise that these components are directly associated with the primary 
fuel. Ash is a by-product of coal combustion and limestone is used to absorb the Sulphur 
content of coal so as to minimize the release of Sulphur dioxide into the environment 
as a result of coal combustion. Therefore, it seems likely that these components can be 
closely associated with the fuel used and the price increase for fuel is used to adjust 
these cost components. Regarding water charges, we have an update on the cost of the 
water charges (to be charged by Government of Sindh, Pakistan) but water charges 
(capital cost) - charged for water pumping station/pipelines to the project site and water 
charges (O and M) were not updated in the quarterly revision. For the latter two 
subcomponents, we make use of the indexation mentioned in the upfront tariff 
determination for Thar coal, where by NEPRA indexes water charges (capital cost) to 
exchange rate variation and water charges (O and M) to local WPI or US CPI depending 
on the type of expense. For our purposes we have assumed this cost to be pegged to 
local WPI and made the adjustment for June 2019 accordingly. 
 

2.3 Adjustment for Cost of CO2 Emissions 
 
All three forms of power generation – oil, gas (natural gas and RLNG) and coal –have 
environmental externalities. We do not have estimates for cost of such emissions for 
Pakistan but these costs have been reported for OECD countries (See IEA/NEA/OECD 
(2015)). The median cost is estimated to be USD 30/ tonne of CO2 emission. Carbon 
emission factors (in grams of CO2 per kWh) for lignite coal, sub-bituminous coal, fuel 
oil, LPG and natural gas are respectively, 1020, 940, 675, 540 and 400 (IEA 2019). We 
combine emission factors (per gram of CO2 emission) with cost of emission per ton of 
CO2 emission to calculate cost of CO2 emission in Rs/kwh from power generation of 
these fuel types. This gives us emission cost in Rs/kwh from lignite coal, sub-
bituminous coal, fuel oil, LPG/RLNG and natural gas as Rs.4.31, Rs. 3.97, Rs2.85, 
Rs2.28 and Rs.1.69 respectively (at the exchange rate of Rs140.7/USD).9 The resulting 
estimates are strictly speaking representative of median OECD countries, because cost 
of CO2 emission varies from country to country.  
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
In Table 1 we report the adjusted levelized cost, in ascending order, based on the 
discount rate and load factors used by NEPRA in approving its reference tariffs. The 
calculations are based on a 10% discount rate across all IPPs and a plant load factor of 
60% for oil/gas based IPPs and 85% for coal-based projects. The plant factor is the 
average percentage of full capacity at which the plant is expected to operate over the 
life of a plant. The difference in the load factor used in the cost calculations, favors 
coal-based generation over oil/gas-based generation. To adjust for this, we later make 
revised calculations using a uniform load factor of 85%. 
 

We also report in Table 1 the revised EPP, CPP and fixed fuel cost (FCC) in case of 
Thar coal power projects. Together these components constitute adjusted levelized 
cost). We find that at NEPRA approved plant factors, EPP and CPP range between 24-
73 percent and 27-47 percent respectively of the total levelized cost in 2019. 
 
Table 1: Levelized cost of electricity, 2019 with 60% plant load factor for oil/gas and 85% plant load factor for coal 

Power Project Primary Fuel 

EPP 
(Rs/kWh
) 

CPP 
(Rs/kWh
) 

FCC* 
(Rs/Kw
h) 

Total 
(Rs/kWh) 

Port Qasim Imported Coal 5.56 4.40 0.00 9.96 

Engro Natural Gas 6.51 4.08 0.00 10.59 
China Power Imported Coal 6.94 4.50 0.00 11.44 
Foundation Natural Gas 6.15 5.51 0.00 11.66 
Sahiwal Imported Coal 7.18 4.57 0.00 11.75 
Thar coal 
block1 Thar Coal 3.54 4.52 6.21 14.28 
Engro Power 
gen Thar Coal 3.59 4.53 6.55 14.67 
Thal Nova Thar Coal 3.66 4.53 6.55 14.73 

Thar energy Thar Coal 4.02 4.53 6.55 15.10 
Orient RLNG 11.57 4.71 0.00 16.28 

Sapphire RLNG 11.78 5.05 0.00 16.83 
Saif Power RLNG 11.78 5.16 0.00 16.95 

Halmore RLNG 11.79 5.86 0.00 17.65 
Attock RFO 14.93 5.55 0.00 20.47 

Atlas RFO 15.16 5.78 0.00 20.94 
HUBCO 
Narowal RFO 14.54 6.52 0.00 21.06 
Nishat Power RFO 15.77 5.73 0.00 21.50 

Liberty RFO 15.21 6.32 0.00 21.53 
Nishat 
Chunian RFO 15.75 6.05 0.00 21.81 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on NEPRA tariff notifications available at 
https://www.nepra.org.pk/ 
 
Note: * FCC applies to the local coal power projects only 
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From Table 1 we also calculated a weighted average levelized tariff10 by fuel type 
(Table 2). We find that power generation based on natural gas is the least expensive 
form of power generation followed by coal, RLNG and RFO (oil). Tariffs of natural 
gas plants, on average, are 11% less expensive than tariffs on coal-based plants; tariffs 
for RLNG based plants are 36% more expensive than coal-based plants; and tariffs on 
oil/RFO, are 71% more expensive than coal-based plants. Overall oil/gas-based 
generation commissioned in 2010-2014 is 45% percent more expensive than coal-based 
generation under CPEC when oil/gas-based plants are assumed to operate at 60% 
capacity and coal-based plants at 85% capacity. Overall, at NEPRA approved plant 
factors the difference between the weighted average of coal-based power plants and the 
weighted average of all other thermal power plants is Rs. 5.6/kwh. 
 
Table 2: Average levelized tariff by fuel type at 60% plant load factor for oil/gas and 85% plant load factor for coal 

  EPP CPP 
FCC Total 

 
Weighted average Coal 5.39 4.51 2.55 12.45 

Coal (local) 3.63 4.53 6.38 14.54 

Coal (imported) 6.56 4.49 - 11.05 

Natural Gas 6.34 4.74 - 11.08 

RLNG 11.73 5.20 - 16.92 

RFO 15.23 6.01 - 21.23 

Weighted Average 
(non-coal) Thermal 

12.54 5.51 - 18.05 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on NEPRA tariff notifications available at 
https://www.nepra.org.pk/ 
Note: Fixed fuel cost applies to local coal power plants only 
 
Our calculation of CPP, and therefore of levelized tariffs in Table 1 and Table 2, takes 
as given the plant load factor used by NEPRA. This difference of the plant load factor 
(85% vs 60%) on the basis of which the capacity charges are calculated, inevitably 
favors coal for cost effectiveness. According to NEPRA documents “this figure is 
completely notional and has no bearing on actual payments being made. Such payments 
being made are based on the actual dispatch of the plants. …It therefore follows that 
the unit rate should be calculated based on actual usage expected out of such plants” 

(NEPRA 2014b). 
 
The reason provided by NEPRA for switching from 60% to 85% load factor to calculate 
its upfront tariff was that coal plants were base-load plants and could operate closer to 
85% than 60%. Oil and gas plants are also base-load and the same argument applies. 
Therefore, we also used 85% plant load factor across each fuel type to calculate the 
average levelized tariff weighted by the generation capacity of the power plants. Plant 
wise levelized cost is given in Table 3 and the average cost by fuel type is given in 
Table 4. We find that, RLNG and RFO (Table 4). We find that the levelized cost of 
coal-based generation under CPEC is cheaper on average by Rs.3.98 than thermal 
generation commissioned in 2010-14, with all costs compared in June 2019.  
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Table 3: Levelized cost of electricity 2019 with same plant load factor (85%) for oil, gas and coal 

Project Primary Fuel EPP 
(Rs/kWh) 

CPP 
(Rs/kWh) 

FCC 
(Rs/kwh) 

Total 
(Rs/kWh) 

Engro Natural Gas 6.5 2.9 0.0 9.4 

Port Qasim Imported Coal 5.6 4.4 0.0 10.0 
Foundation Natural Gas 6.1 3.9 0.0 10.0 

China Power Imported Coal 6.9 4.5 0.0 11.4 
Sahiwal Imported Coal 7.2 4.6 0.0 11.8 
Thar coal 
block1 Thar Coal 3.5 4.5 6.2 14.3 
Engro Power 
gen Thar Coal 3.6 4.5 6.5 14.7 
Thal Nova Thar Coal 3.7 4.5 6.5 14.7 
Orient RLNG 11.6 3.3 0.0 14.9 
Thar energy Thar Coal 4.0 4.5 6.5 15.1 

Sapphire RLNG 11.8 3.6 0.0 15.3 
Saif Power RLNG 11.8 3.6 0.0 15.4 
Halmore RLNG 11.8 4.1 0.0 15.9 
Attock RFO 14.9 3.9 0.0 18.8 
HUBCO 
Narowal RFO 14.5 4.6 0.0 19.1 

Atlas RFO 15.2 4.1 0.0 19.2 
Liberty RFO 15.2 4.5 0.0 19.7 

Nishat Power RFO 15.8 4.0 0.0 19.8 
Nishat 
Chunian RFO 15.8 4.3 0.0 20.0 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on NEPRA tariff notifications available at 
https://www.nepra.org.pk/ 
Note: Fixed fuel cost applies to local coal power plants only 
 
Table 4: Average levelized tariff by fuel type at 85% plant load factor 

Fuel Type  EPP (Rs/kWh) 
CPP 
(Rs/kWh) 

FCC 
(Rs/kwh) 

Total Cost 
(Rs/kWh) 

Weighted average 
Coal 

5.39 4.51 2.55 12.45 

Coal(local) 3.63 4.53 6.38 14.54 

Coal(imported) 6.56 4.49 - 11.05 

Natural Gas 6.34 3.34 - 9.69 

RLNG 11.73 3.67 - 15.40 

RFO 15.23 4.24 - 19.47 

Weighted Average 
(non-coal) Thermal 

12.54 3.89 - 16.43 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on NEPRA tariff notifications available at 
https://www.nepra.org.pk/ 
Note: FCC applies to local coal power projects only 
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The tariff comparisons we have provided above do not include cost of CO2 and other 
emissions. So our estimates of costs are private costs and not social costs. We have 
estimated the emission cost from power generation from each fuel type that is 
representative for the average of OECD countries. These costs have been mentioned in 
the methodology section. If these estimates of emission costs are treated as indicative 
for Pakistan as well, the cost of coal-based generation under CPEC is still less, on 
average, by Rs.2.29 per kWh than thermal generation commissioned in 2010-14 (Table 
5). 
 
Table 5: Average levelized cost of electricity (including CO2 emission cost) by fuel type at 85% plant load factor 

Fuel Type 
Weighted Average 
without CO2 emission 
cost (Rs/kWh) 

Emission 
cost 
(Rs/kWh) 

Total Cost 
(Rs/kWh) 

Weighted average Coal 12.45 4.15 16.60 

Coal (Lignite) 14.54 4.31 18.84 

Coal (sub-bituminous) 11.05 3.97 15.02 

Gas 9.69 1.69 11.38 

RFO 19.47 2.85 22.32 

RLNG 15.40 2.28 17.68 

Weighted Average (non-
coal) Thermal 

16.43 2.46 18.88 

Source: Authors’ calculations based on NEPRA tariff notifications available at 
https://www.nepra.org.pk/ and  IEA/NEA/OECD (2015). 
 
Another element of cost that has not been factored in, is the cost of security that has to 
be provided to CPEC projects including power plants. We have calculated the security 
cost which can be attributed to coal-based power generation based on a cost schedule 
prepared by NEPRA (NEPRA 2017a). The weighted average security cost was Rs 
0.004 per kwh in June 2019 and the total security cost for coal-based power projects 
was about Rs 195 million per annum.11 
 
Ignoring environmental costs and the security-related costs, the 6600 MW of coal-based 
power generation capacity that has been approved by NEPRA, can generate 49 billion 
kWh of electricity annually if plants operate at 85 percent of their capacity. From Table 
4, the LCOE from coal-based generation is cheaper than the weighted average LCOE 
of oil/gas-based generation contracted in 2010-14; the difference between the two is 
Rs.3.98/kWh. Multiplying 49 billion kWh by Rs.3.98/kWh gives a figure of about 
Rs.196 billion. This is a measure of what a country stands to save annually from coal-
based generation compared with oil/gas-based generation at the tariffs contracted in 
2010-14, provided all other costs, such as environmental costs and security costs are 
ignored.  
 
If CO2 emission costs are imputed at the level of the average of OECD countries, then 
coal-based generation is less expensive to the tune of Rs.2.29 per kWh (. 
 
Table 5). This means that coal-based generation under CPEC will save Rs112 billion 
annually Adjusting this figure for security cost for CPEC plants (Rs190 million) would 
reduce savings minimally. 



11 
 

 

4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have updated the levelized cost of electricity of oil/gas-based power 
projects in Pakistan commissioned during 2010-14 and coal-based power projects 
approved by NEPRA under CPEC, to a single point in time (June 2019) to see if coal 
based generation under CPEC has been cheaper than oil and gas based generation that 
became operational during 2010-14. The cost comparison shows that at the NEPRA 
approved plant load factors, coal-based power generation is cheaper as compared to gas 
and oil by Rs.5.60/kWh. However, we also note that these costs are sensitive to the 
plant load factors at which the capacity purchase charges are calculated. When costs 
are calculated at a common plant load factor of 85%, the cost differential is reduced to 
Rs.3.98/kWh.  We also note that the environmental cost associated with coal-based 
power projects is substantially greater than the environmental cost of power generation 
from other fuel types such as natural gas and oil. Using median cost of CO2 emissions 
for 34 OECD countries as a proxy for environmental costs in Pakistan, the cost 
differential is reduced to Rs.2.29 per kWh and the overall saving from coal-based 
generation to Rs.112 billion annually. Accounting for security costs reduces this gain 
only slightly. 
 
The LCOE, which is the basis of our comparison, takes all prices to be constant at their 
level in June 2019. The cost comparison reported in this paper may change if the 
relative prices of oil, gas and coal prices were to change over time. Even if international 
oil, gas and coal price are closely correlated, domestic coal prices can be managed to 
avoid the kind of energy shock that the country experienced in 2007-08, and, therefore, 
the relative cost of electricity generation based on domestic coal may depart from the 
relative costs reported in this paper. 
  
In conclusion, it is worth emphasizing that while it is important for the government to 
invest in power generation with least social cost, power generation capacity is only one 
factor out of several responsible for power shortages and access to electricity at 
internationally comparable prices. Without addressing issues of inadequate 
transmission network, an aging distribution infrastructure, power thefts, non-payment 
of unpaid bills and of power conservation, the gains from power generation may be 
ephemeral. 
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Appendix A 
Table A - 1: List of projects used in the analysis 

Project  Reference Tariff Date Gross Capacity (MW) Primary Fuel 
Atlas Power Ltd May 2010 219 MW Residual Furnace Oil 
Attock Gen Ltd May 2010 165 MW Residual Furnace Oil 
Engro Powergen Qadirpur Apr 2011 217 MW Permeate Gas 
Foundation Power Company (Daharki) Ltd Nov 2013 185 MW Natural Gas 
Halmore Power Generation Company (Pvt) Ltd Nov 2014 225 MW RLNG 

HUBCO Narowal Jun 2012 214 MW Residual Furnace Oil 
Liberty Power Tech Ltd May 2012 202 MW Residual Furnace Oil 
Nishat Chunian Power Ltd Dec 2010 200 MW Residual Furnace Oil 
Nishat Power Ltd Mar 2011 200 MW Residual Furnace Oil 
Orient Power Company (Pvt) Ltd Jan 2012 225 MW RLNG 
Saif Power Ltd Jun 2011 225 MW RLNG 

Saphhire Elelctric Company Limited (SECL) Nov 2012 235 MW RLNG 

CPEC Projects    
China Hub Power Generation Company (Pvt) Ltd Feb 2016 1320MW Imported Coal 
Engro Powergen Thar (Pvt) Ltd Mar 2015 660 MW Thar Coal 
Huaneng Shandong Ruyi (Pakistan) Energy (Pvt) Ltd Mar 2015 1320 MW 

 
Imported Coal 

Port Qasim Electric Power Company (Pvt) Ltd Feb 2015 1320 MW Imported Coal 

Thar Coal Block 1 Power Generation Company (Pvt) 
Ltd 

Jun 2016 1320 MW Thar Coal 

Thal Nova Power Thar (Pvt) Ltd Oct 2016 330 MW Thar Coal 
Thar Energy Limited (TEL) Oct 2016 330MW Thar Coal 

Source: NEPRA Tariff determinations for various years  
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Table A - 2: Reference tariff of a prototype power plant 

Reference Levelized Tariff 

T 
Fuel 
Cost 

Var 
O&M 
Local 

Var 
O&M 
Foreign EPP 

Fixed 
O&M 
local 

Fixed 
O&M 
foreig
n 

Cost of 
Workin
g 
Capital 

Insura
nce ROE 

ROED
C 
 

With -
holding 
tax @ 
7.5% 

Loan 
Repay
ment 

Interes
t 
Charg
es 

Debt 
servicin
g 

Total 
CPP 

CPP at 
60% 
Plant 
Factor 

Total 
(Rs/ 
kWh) 

1 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 0.4096 1.3251 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
2 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 0.4759 1.2588 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
3 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 0.553 1.1817 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
4 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 0.6425 1.0922 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
5 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 0.7465 0.9882 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
6 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 0.8674 0.8673 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
7 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 1.0078 0.7269 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
8 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 1.1710 0.5637 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
9 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 1.3606 0.3742 1.7348 2.6719 4.4532 13.504 
10 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 1.5808 0.1539 1.7347 2.6718 4.4530 13.504 
11 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
12 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
13 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
14 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
15 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
16 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
17 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
18 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
19 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
20 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
21 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
22 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
23 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
24 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
25 8.4007 0.1324 0.5182 9.0513 0.0963 0.1019 0.1909 0.0927 0.3556 0.0679 0.0318 - - - 0.9371 1.5618 10.613 
Levelized cost (Rs/kWh) 9.0513   3.519 12.5703 
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NOTES 
1 The FOB spot price ($ per barrel) of European Brent crude oil went up to $143.95 on July 3rd,2008. The average of FOB spot prices for 
2006 was $65. The average of FOB spot prices for Cushing OK WTI was $66 in 2006 and went up to 145$.31 on July 3rd 2008. 
2 A number of the natural gas power plants commissioned during 2010-2014 were later converted to RLNG based plants. 
3 Including solar and wind in the analysis would make little difference to the overall cost comparison because of their relatively minor 
share in total power generation at this point. 
4 We have used lignite coal and sub-bituminous coal categories to distinguish between the cost of Thar coal and imported coal. The 
former is lignite coal and imported coal is sub-bituminous. 
5 Implied carbon emission factors for lignite coal, sub-bituminous coal, fuel oil, RLNG and natural gas are obtained from IEA 2019 
pp.143. These are then priced at USD 30 per ton of CO2 emissions to arrive at the estimates for cost of carbon emissions by various fuels 
per kWh. 
6 LCOE = 𝑃 = (Present value of the electricity generation cost of a plant over its operational  life )/ ∑ 𝑘𝑊ℎ (1 + 𝑟) ;  where 
𝑃  is the constant price per kWh paid to the electricity supplier and r is the discount rate. 
7 The reason for using April-June 2019 instead of June 2019 to adjust debt servicing cost is that we use NEPRA indices wherever 
possible, and NEPRA uses quarterly indices to update tariff components linked to CPI (in USA) and exchange rate. The quarterly 
NEPRA adjustment relevant for June 2019 is the one notified for April-June 2019. 
8 “Upfront tariff” means a tariff developed, declared, determined, or approved by the Authority on a petition moved by any relevant 
agency or in exercise of suo-moto powers by the Authority” NEPRA, 2011 
9 The exchange rate applied in calculating emission cost in rupees is the one that NEPRA has used in its April-June 2019 Quarterly 
Indexation/Adjustment of Tariff for ETBL, dated August 22, 2019. (NEPRA 2019) 
10 The weights are the plant generation capacities in MW. 
11 The federal government under PML (N) in 2017 had demanded 3 percent of the common divisible tax pool as the security cost for CPEC 
projects annually (Sabir 2017). However, since then there has been no news that federal government has followed up on its request.  
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